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Think on these things! 

“Legal terrorism” infiltrating the IOC against Russia - US the puppet masters? 

----------------------------------- 

Russia greets IOC decision on Rio Games with relief and jubilation 
• Sports minister Vitaly Mutko expresses gratitude to IOC 

• Lingering anger at doping allegations and absence of track and field in Rio 

Alec Luhn in Moscow 

Monday 25 July 2016 07.16 AESTLast modified on Monday 25 July 201609.43 AEST 

 
The Olympic gold medal-winning gymnast, Svetlana 
Khorkina, cautioned Russian athletes that more “traps 
will probably be laid” for them at the Games in Rio. 
Photograph: Wolfgang Rattay/Reuters 

The International Olympic Committee’s decision not to 

ban Russia from the Rio Games was met here with relief 
and jubilation but also lingering anger over state-
sponsored doping allegations that are viewed as a 
political attack on the country. 
The IOC said that rather than an across-the-board ban, 
the 28 federations that govern summer Olympic sports 
would review Russian athletes’ records and decide who 

can compete in Rio next month. 
“We’re grateful to the IOC for allowing Russian athletes 
into the Olympics in Rio de Janeiro,” the sports minister, 

Vitaly Mutko, told the state news agency, Tass. 

 
Greg Rutherford calls IOC decision over Russia team for 
Rio ‘spineless’ Read more 

But speaking to the Rossiya 24 television channel Mutko 
complained about the committee’s decision to ban those 
Russian athletes who have tested positive for 

performance-enhancing substances “even though we 
know dozens of athletes from well-known countries who 
will compete at Rio with just such a history”. 
The measure will rule out the swimmer Yuliya Yefimova, 
who won a bronze medal at the 2012 London Olympics 
and tested positive for meldonium this year, as well as 

the doping whistleblower, Yuliya Stepanova. Russia has 
announced a team of 387 athletes for the Games but 
already that number has been reduced after the court of 
arbitration for sport ruled on Thursday against allowing 
68 Russian track and field athletes to compete. The US-
based long jumper Darya Klishina will likely be the only 

Russian track and field athlete in Rio. 

The head of the Russian Olympic Committee, Alexander 
Zhukov, called the IOC announcement a “compromise 
decision” made under “colossal pressure”. He said that 
rather than enjoying the presumption of innocence 
Russian athletes will now have to prove they are clean. 
“Obviously that contradicts world legal norms but, even 

based on this, the majority of athletes meet criteria,” 
Zhukov said. 
The world champion modern pentathlete Alexander Lesun 
said the decision was “not a victory, it’s even a little 
loss”. He argued that the doping findings against Russia 
were “nonsense and groundless accusations” and that 
the calls to ban the whole team were political. 

“A harsh attack is going on and it’s not a fair attack,” 
Lesun said. “Doping is in all countries and there are 

violators everywhere. Why should we be singled out?” 
“Thank god the grown-ups at the IOC made this decision 
and didn’t collapse under pressure from the newspapers 
and everyone else,” he said. 

Media coverage of the decision was nearly euphoric at 
points. “We’re going to the Olympics! There is no total 
ban on our team, I congratulate all of you!” Ilya Trifanov, 
correspondent for the state channel Match TV, told 
viewers from Lausanne. 
At the same time the suspension of Russian track and 
field athletes over doping remains a bone of contention. 

The world anti-doping agency’s findings of widespread 
performance-enhancing substance use, directed by the 
government, have been widely derided here as a 
Western smear campaign. Some suggested these were 

part of an orchestrated plot to eliminate a major rival in 
the chase for Olympic medals. 
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Match TV ran a list of US athletes who had been 
disqualified for doping since the 1970s, arguing that the 

Americans were the puppet masters of the Russian drug 
scandal. The former world champion triple-jumper 

Yolanda Chen called it a “small victory” that Russian 
athletes would be at the Olympics even though the 
decision-making “process was all political”. 
“The main thing they wanted was so our flag wouldn’t be 
there but it’s there and our athletes won’t have to 

compete under any other flag,” she said. 
The Olympic gold medal-winning gymnast, Svetlana 
Khorkina, cautioned Russian athletes that more “traps 
will probably be laid” for them in Rio. The publication of 
the lawyer Richard McLaren’s Wada report of state-
directed doping on Monday did not give Russia enough 
time to contest the allegations, she said. “Everything was 

done very exactly, they didn’t give time to contest 
this,”Khorkina told the state channel Rossiya 24. “We 
need to give credit to our opponents, our enemies.” 

The legendary Greco-Roman wrestler Alexander Karelin, 
who will reportedly be a member of the special anti-

doping commission announced by Vladimir Putin on 
Friday, said the IOC had made the “most elegant 

decision amid the clamour, tendentiousness, 
unprecedented pressure, desire of some national Olympic 

committees to remove an obvious contender for Olympic 
medals from the race by any means”. 
Only 12 days remain before the start of the Rio Games, 
leaving many to wonder how the federations will be able 
to vet Russian athletes in time. Lesun said he did not yet 

know how that process would be carried out but the 
modern pentathlon team was not slated to leave for Rio 
until mid-August. 
Although he was excited to go, he said the absence of 
Russian track and field will tarnish the Olympics. 
“Can you imagine the happiness of other athletes who 
couldn’t come near to us before?” Lesun said. “How can a 

country win and consider itself a full Olympic champion 
now? They’re weak countries and weak athletes. You 
need strong competition for it to count.” 
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jul/24/russi
a-ioc-decision-relief-jubilation-doping 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Think on these things!  

– when hearing legally sanctioned Holocaust horror stories 

------------------------------------------------  

 

Hero fireman jailed by a fantasist’s lies 
- and the never-ending farce of this sex abuse witch-hunt 

By DOMINIC LAWSON FOR THE DAILY MAIL 
 PUBLISHED: 10:46 EST, 25 July 2016 | UPDATED: 13:17 EST, 25 July 2016 

Just imagine, if you can, being in the shoes of David 
Bryant. In 2013, this retired fire chief, with multiple 
commendations for bravery during his 40 years with the 
Dorset fire service, was sentenced to six years in jail for a 
sex attack on a 14-year-old boy which had allegedly 
taken place more than 35 years earlier. 

In 2014, Bryant’s sentence was increased to eight-and-a-
half years, after the then Solicitor General Sir Oliver 
Heald — who last week was made Justice Minister in 

Theresa May’s Cabinet reshuffle — had argued the initial 
sentence was ‘unduly lenient’. 
Perhaps it was thought that the original trial judge was 
too much influenced by the countless tributes made to 
Bryant’s impeccable character. Well, it turns out that 
those tributes had been entirely accurate: last week, 

Bryant’s conviction was overturned after it was 

demonstrated that his accuser, Danny Day, was a 
fantasist with a history of mental illness. 

 
David Bryant and his wife Lynn outside the Royal Courts 

of Justice on Wednesday, as the former firefighter had his 

conviction quashed by leading judges 

Scandalously, none of this was revealed during Bryant’s 
trial. It came to light only as a result of a campaign by 
his wife, Lynn, who assembled a team of friends and 
private investigators. Working free of charge, they 

discovered Danny Day’s past, in particular that he had 
for a decade sought medical help from his GP for being a 
‘chronic liar’: among other things, he claimed entirely 
falsely to have been an Olympic boxer. 
They also discovered that the fire station pool table, on 
which Day claimed to have been raped, had not been 
bought until 1992 — well over a decade after the offence 

was alleged to have taken place. 
Revelations 

The Bryants believe Day’s false claims were based on 
greed. He is said to have been awarded £50,000 through 

the taxpayer-funded Criminal Injuries Compensation 
Scheme and, after the trial, began a £200,000 claim 

against the Bryants and Dorset County Council. 
But none of this explains the timing of Day’s claims, 
which began with a handwritten letter to Bryant: ‘At 6 
o’clock tonight I am going to the police station to report 
what went on and at 7 to the national papers. I think it is 
time you and me had a chat.’ That pay-off line has the 
distinct whiff of blackmail. 

Day himself declared to the Press that he had been 
‘motivated to come forward in the aftermath of the 
Jimmy Savile affair’. Add another one to the thousands — 
and I mean thousands — of claims encouraged by the 
police, who declared after the Savile revelations that 

they would henceforth ‘believe’ anyone who came 
forward with claims of ‘historic abuse’. 

The most extraordinary of these were from a man known 
only as ‘Nick’, whose claims that he had witnessed the 

https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jul/18/wada-report-russia-sochi-winter-olympics
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jul/18/wada-report-russia-sochi-winter-olympics
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jul/24/russia-ioc-decision-relief-jubilation-doping
https://www.theguardian.com/sport/2016/jul/24/russia-ioc-decision-relief-jubilation-doping
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/columnists/columnist-1083636/Dominic-Lawson-for-the-Daily-Mail.html
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abuse, torture and murder of children carried out by the 
late Prime Minister Edward Heath along with sundry 

generals and MPs, were described as ‘credible and true’ 
by the Metropolitan Police. This, despite the absence of a 

single strand of corroborative evidence, let alone the 
names or bodies of those allegedly murdered. 

 

 
Mrs Bryant, of Dorset, was devastated when her husband 
David, 66, had his sentence increased to eight and a half 
years. Daniel Day sent him a sinister letter ( icture) 
before going to the police in 2012 that read, ‘you will pay 
for what you’ve done’ and made the claims which have 

now been proved false 
Among those innocents whose lives had been torn apart 
were the war hero and retired Army Chief Lord Bramall, 
on whose home and that of his dying wife 20 police 
descended as if raiding a mafia boss; and the late former 

Home Secretary Lord Brittan, who died without being 
informed by the police that they had decided not to 

continue with an investigation into equally fanciful claims 
that he had raped someone decades earlier. 
For this the Metropolitan Police Commissioner, Sir 
Bernard Hogan-Howe, later grudgingly apologised to 
Lady Brittan. 
She has nobly endured so many hurts, not least by the 
decision of the Home Office not to send a representative 

to her husband’s memorial service in May last year 
(before the Met had very belatedly stopped its 
investigations into ‘Nick’s’ fantasies). Every single 
previous such memorial for deceased Home Secretaries 
had been attended by the current holder of that office. 
Yet the Home Secretary at the time of Leon Brittan’s 

death, Theresa May, stayed away. If the new Prime 
Minister is the decent and moral woman I believe her to 
be, her conscience should now be troubling her greatly. 

 
Mr Day (pictured now 53) falsely claimed he had been 
raped aged 14 in the late 1970s. He waived his right to 
anonymity in a series of newspaper interviews after the 
conviction 

The trouble is that Mrs May, doubtless motivated by 
genuine concern over the fact that sexual abuse of 
children had in the past been woefully under-
investigated, went completely over-the-top on this issue. 
In the same way that her predecessor as Prime Minister, 

David Cameron, commissioned the Leveson Inquiry as an 
over-reaction to the revelations of phone-hacking by the 
News Of The World, so Mrs May as Home Secretary 
launched a vast inquiry into ‘historic child abuse’. 

Eternity 
Its remit is to investigate how such allegations were 
handled ‘from 1970 to the present in government 

departments, parliament and by ministers, police, 
prosecution authorities, schools including private and 

state-funded boarding and day schools, local authorities 
including care homes and children’s services, health 
services, prisons, secure estates, churches and other 
religious denominations and organisations, political 

parties and Armed Forces’. 
When you consider that the official inquiry into ‘Bloody 
Sunday’ (the shooting of Republican protesters on the 
streets of Derry, a single incident on a single day, lasting 
barely two hours) took almost 13 years at a cost of 
nearly £200 million, you can imagine what an eternity 
Mrs May’s inquiry will take, and what vast fortunes will 

accrue to the fortunate lawyers involved. 
None vaster than that heading the way of Justice Lowell 
Goddard. She is actually the third person to take up the 

role of heading the Independent Inquiry Into Child 
Sexual Abuse: the two previous nominees, Elizabeth 
Butler-Sloss and Fiona Woolf had (in rapid succession) 
stepped aside amid accusations of possible conflicts of 

interest. 
So the Home Office went all the way to New Zealand to 
sign up Lowell Goddard. Aside from the apparently 
mandatory qualification of being a woman (as if any male 
judge were somehow inherently suspect) the 67-year-old 
Goddard is of Maori descent, so ticks the box of being 

part of a previously oppressed minority. 
Unfortunately, she is not so highly regarded in her own 
country as she obviously is by the British Home Office. In 
an unofficial recent survey of New Zealand’s 63 judges, 
Goddard came in . . . 63rd. 
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Mrs Bryant, 53, assembled a team of lawyers and private 
investigators to show that Mr Day was a chronic liar who 
had sought medical help for his condition – leading to Mr 
Bryant’s conviction being quashed at the Royal Courts of 
Justice (pictured), London 

Those responsible for the judicial survey cited a trial over 
which she had presided, which was condemned by five 

law lords from our own judicial committee of the Privy 
Council with these words: ‘It is impossible to imagine a 
clearer example of a trial that has gone off the rails.’ 
In fact, Lowell Goddard’s inquiry into historic child sex 

abuse has barely got onto the rails. It is more than a 
year since she delivered her opening statement, yet it is 
only beginning the first of its preliminary hearings this 
week — at which she is expected to postpone by six 
months the public investigations into what it chose as its 
first topic, alleged abuse by the late Labour peer Greville 
Janner. 

Deception 
This latest delay seems to have been caused in part by 
the fact that the Janner family lawyers have produced 

evidence that his accusers have numerous convictions, 
including for fraud, sexual offences and obtaining 

property by deception. In an echo of the case of David 
Bryant, six of Janner’s accusers are claiming civil 

damages against the late MP’s £2 million estate. 
This does not demonstrate Janner’s innocence, of course: 
but it does underline that the whole process might be 
first and foremost a money-making exercise, 
commercially exploiting the opportunities created by 

public and political concern over the unchecked conduct 
of the late Jimmy Savile. 
Yet these costs don’t just come out of our pockets as 
taxpayers: as the former Lord Chief Justice Lord Woolf 
said last year, the Goddard inquiry and others like it are 
‘sucking huge amounts of resources from the justice 
system’. 

Indeed, the Goddard inquiry has set up a string of offices 
across the country and 155 full-time employees with its 
first year budget of £18 million — and that’s before a 

word of evidence has been taken (and having failed to 
publish its promised annual report). 
For this, Lowell Goddard is being paid an extraordinary 

£500,000 per annum (for who knows how many years), 
as well as four first-class return flights a year to her 
native New Zealand. Her hobby there is breeding 
racehorses: so at least she will be able to buy many 
more at stud, courtesy of the British taxpayer. 
What a farce this whole business has become: and also a 
tragedy, as poor David Bryant discovered.  
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article3706229/DO
MINIC-LAWSON-Hero-fireman-jailed-fantasist-s-lies-
never-ending-farce-sex-abuse-witch-hunt.html 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

Lindt Café Inquest, Part 12: A Coronial Court Is Not Judicial, Is It? 

https://gumshoenews.com/2016/07/28/lindt-cafe-inquest-part-12-a-coronial-court-is-not-judicial-is-it/ 

https://gumshoenews.com/

Today Is Gotcha Day! 
By Mary W Maxwell, July 30, 2016 

 
(L) Couple united after 3 years in separate jails (R) attack 

in Nice 
What a wonderful day to wake up in Australia, July 30, 

2016, and read the news from Canada and France. All 
our troubles are over! This is a double miracle! 

A Judge in Canada has ruled in favor of two persons who 

were falsely accused of plotting to blow up the provincial 
legislature in 2013. She – Judge Catherine Bruce – saw 
that it was an entrapment by the police. Oh my! 
French newspaper Le Figaro has uncovered a notice sent 
to police in Nice after the truck attack: “Delete the 
recordings between July 14, 2016 22:30 and July 15, 
2016 18:00” (and police refused to obey!) Thank you, Le 

Figaro. Merci, Gendarmes. 
I am going to argue here that we have been in need of 
quick terms to help our brain categorize the criminal 

behaviors of government. Already the term “false-
flag” has proved useful. Now we can have kolodized to 
mean “made to look like an Islamic terrorist.” 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article3706229/DOMINIC-LAWSON-Hero-fireman-jailed-fantasist-s-lies-never-ending-farce-sex-abuse-witch-hunt.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article3706229/DOMINIC-LAWSON-Hero-fireman-jailed-fantasist-s-lies-never-ending-farce-sex-abuse-witch-hunt.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article3706229/DOMINIC-LAWSON-Hero-fireman-jailed-fantasist-s-lies-never-ending-farce-sex-abuse-witch-hunt.html
https://gumshoenews.com/2016/07/28/lindt-cafe-inquest-part-12-a-coronial-court-is-not-judicial-is-it/
https://gumshoenews.com/
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And there should be a new word for “destruction of 
evidence by the authorities.” It was France’s Anti-

Terrorist Sub-Directorate that ordered the deletion of 
surveillance tapes at Nice. The French noun for cleaning 

is nettoyage. So how about “the evidence has 
been nettoyaged” — in any country. 

The Canadian Case of Amanda Kolody 
It seems that a couple has been in prison for 3 years for 
supposedly attempting to blow up a building (not any 

building either – it was the legislature of British 
Columbia). The man’s name is John Nuttall and the 
woman’s is Amanda Kolody. 
I won’t choose the man’s name for my new terminology, 
since “to nuttallize” could have other connotations; let’s 
go with “to kolodize.” You kolodize someone when 
you first indoctrinate them into Islam – or, if they 

already hold that faith, you radicalize them – and 
then set them up for a crime. 
In my opinion, many people have been kolodized. 

Richard Reid, the shoe bomber, comes straight to mind. 
He was a worshipper at the Finsbury Mosque in the UK, 
which everybody says is a veritable branch of MI6. It has 

graduated umpteen terrorists. (I’m being funny but this 
is not funny.) 
As for the Canadian couple, Kolody and Nuttall, they’ve 
now had their conviction overturned by Justice Catherine 
Bruce. Oh how important it is that a JUDGE and not a 
lesser mortal issued the decision! 
Straightaway I googled her name and found this 

charming biography atHistoryproject.allard.ubc.ca: 
Her Honor, with a Sense of Humor 

Catherine Bruce’s prodigious energy is the envy of many 
of her friends. Last year [1997] she ran a marathon in 
under four hours. This goes some way to explain the fact 

that she went into labour with her second child while 
riding a bicycle. 

One of her most endearing qualities is her ability to bring 
levity to her interactions with others while displaying a 
legendary candour described by one of her friends as “hit 
them in the stomach and then laugh”. 
When she was interviewing [to become an apprentice 
lawyer], a senior partner presented her with a book 

about the firm. She was then left alone while he went for 
coffee. On his return half an hour later, he asked 
whether she had any questions and she asked: “Do you 
have 25 cents?  Because it cost me that to get here on 
the bus, and it wasn’t worth it.” 
Justice Bruce makes me feel sorry for all the judges who 
could have scooped her by revealing entrapments. 

If I recall correctly, in regard to the bombing of the 
World Trade Center basement in 1993, the judges had all 
they needed to declare a kolodization. They could have 
done so and become beloved heroes in America. C’est 
dommage, judgeiepoohs. 

The Entrapment 
The BC judge ruled that the Nuttall-Kolody couple were 

drug addicts who did not have “the mental capacity” 
to carry out the plot. She said the RMCP – Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police – had “skillfully engineered” 
them. (This is reported in Newstalk770.com). 
The Crown lawyer Peter Eccles (oops, I think crown 
lawyer may soon enter the “terminology” also!) 

proclaimed: 

“They [Kolody and Nuttall] are also quite capable of 
committing murder of somebody for an ideological 
purpose, which they were very keen to do and were 

dissuaded from doing, they are quite capable of random 
attack.” 

(Are drug addicts ever “keen” to do anything?) 
Luckily, there was a real defense lawyer who noted: 

“Providing him with religious advice and encouraging him 
to commit crimes. The proof is in the pudding, why 
did he have to do that. Because he was expressing 
qualms about acts of violence being in accordance with 
Islam, so they isolated him, and disparaged Imams …”  

[Emphasis added] 
Dear God, he expressed qualms! 
Of course “providing him with religious advice” is what 
Brzezinski admits the US did – for a mere $80 billion – in 
Pakistan in 1980-ish, to get the mujahidin set up for 
military action in Afghanistan. 
(Note: if you are not old enough to remember that 

business, which supposedly had to do with a capitalist-
communist confrontation, don’t worry — any natural 
confrontation can be utilised. The recent terror event of 

Dallas, for example, builds on people’s natural sense of 
racial confrontation.) 
By the way, I just looked up mujahidin and got this 

from theFreeDictionary.com: 
One engaged in a jihad, especially as a guerrilla warrior. 
One of the Muslim guerrilla warriors that resisted the 
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in the 1980s with the 
support of the United States and Pakistan. 
Etymology: derived via Persian from Arabic mujahid, one 
who fights in a jihad. 

Not to be confused with a kolodin: one who “fights” in a 
“jihad” if you know what I mean. 

The French Method of Cleaning Out a Camera 
Le Figaro reportedly got its mitts on a notice in which the 
feds asked the city authorities to delete “completely” 

nearly 24 hours of the attack captured by video cameras 
on the Promenade des Anglais. 

Also it said: destroy any camera recordings – presumably 
private ones – that captured “the crime scene.” 
(You may recall that the FBI, or was it the Boston Police, 
or are they the same thing, told the public, after the 
Marathon bombing, to look only atofficial videos of the 
crime, none of your home-movie stuff.) 

Just as it matters that it was a JUDGE that put things 
right in regard to entrapment (the rest of us could yell 
about it till we’re blue in the face), it is vital that Le 
Figaro presented the actual GOVERNMENT 
INSTRUCTIONS to destroy evidence. 
The “terrorist attack,” right there on the French Riviera, 
consisted of a large white truck hurtling down the 

boulevard, hitting anyone who was there for a 
celebration of – wait for it – Bastille Day. 
CNN, on July 15, reported the French president’s 
evaluation of the attack: 
We cannot deny that it was a terror attack,” Hollande 
said in a national television address. He added that the 
choice of the day — Bastille Day, when France celebrates 

its post-French Revolution republic — was particularly 
poignant. He said that the day is a “symbol of liberty,” 
and that “human rights are denied by fanatics and France 
is quite clearly their target.” 
Straight out of Bush’s libretto (except maybe the gem 
“Human rights are denied by fanatics.”) 

I won’t put you through the embarrassment of the story 

of a man who said he drove his motorcycle right up to 
the terroristique driver and attacked him. He explained 
his survival by the convenient fact that the truckie had 
run out of bullets. 
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One man’s video was allowed to survive, however – that 
of Richard Gutjarh who lives in Germany — and who also 

filmed the Munich “terrorist” disaster, in a shopping mall. 
Gutjahr shows the truck driving past his balcony in Nice. 

(Please ask me later about the balcony view of Rodney 
King’s beating; I have a hot scoop.) 
Everybody knows that in the 9-11 attack on the 
Pentagon, by Barbara Olson and others, there were 
plenty of CCTV cameras owned by the Defense 

Department, and also some owned by adjacent private 
facilities such as a gas station. Did their “footage” play 
any part in our identification of AA Flight 77 that was 
piloted by hijacker Hani Hanjour? Not on your Nellie. 

How Do Anti-Terrorist Laws Work? 
Gosh, Dee McLachlan of Gumshoe News got it right, on 
her first try, when Australia’s attorney-general, George 

Brandis proposed legislation to punish journalists 
who would reveal “special operations” (up to 10 
years in the Penrith Hilton). 

(Note: that was on September 25, 2014, right after the 
Bella Vista incident.) McLachlan wrote: 
What was passed in the Senate (with bipartisan Labor 

support): 
Australian spies will soon have the power to monitor the 
entire Australian Internet with just one warrant, and 
journalists, whistle-blowers, and bloggers will face up to 
10 years’ jail for ‘recklessly’ [!!] disclosing classified 
information. 
Are the crimes of 9-11 deemed “classified”? 

What happens if the intelligence operation being exposed 
is detrimental to the well being of the Australian 
community? That doesn’t matter. The rights to disclose 
secret criminality in government are gone. 

Rejoicing All Over the Place 

As I said, the two July 2016 developments are a miracle, 
a double miracle. A judge in Canada has slammed down 

on entrapment, and a leading newspaper in France has 
said “Enough already” with regard to destruction of 
evidence. Goodonya, Catherine Bruce and Le Figaro! God 
love ya, police! 

My belief is that we should pin these two historic events 
down right away by naming them. I mean give them a 

name that can become part of everyone’s mental 
furniture. Then the words can be used to undo all 

the horrible lies of recent decades.  Saints be 
praised! 
To repeat, the verb “to kolodize” (named after Amanda 
Kolody) will mean the range of activities from recruiting 
jihadists, to finally convicting them of a terrorist attack. 

Do I want to put Martin Bryant in here? It may be 
helpful, but let’s limit it for now to Islamic stuff. 
We can immediately see the relevance for the Charlie 
Hebdo attack in Paris, attributed to Algerian Muslim 
brothers Said and Cherif Kourachi (who were then killed 
by policein a warehouse). 
I’ll bet emphasizing the kolodization of the Kourachis 

would also cause a re-think of the “suicide” of Paris 
police commissioner Helric Fredou. His Mom had said “No 
way.” 

As for the verb “to nettoyage,” it will mean to dispose of 
incriminating evidence – evidence, that is, which would 
incriminate the government. Here we don’t have to stick 

with the Islamic theme. 
And of course we should note that destruction of 
evidence is a felony (felony indicates a crime whose 
punishment is imprisonment). 
Gonna be some big crowds in prison soon!  And gonna be 
some serious clearing of the bench!  Young law students, 
you may get to be a judge way before time, owing to the 

sudden loss of the judicial population. 
In any case, I hereby declare today, July 30, Gotcha 
Day. 
— Mary W Maxwell is the author of Fraud Upon the Court, 
and co-author, with Dee McLachlan, of Port Arthur: 
Enough Is Enough. 
Photo credits: 
Kolody couple – newstalk770.com 
Truck attack in Nice – edition.cnn.com 
https://gumshoenews.com/2016/07/30/today-is-
gotcha-day/  

______________________________________________ 
El librero ingresa en la Modelo y sale horas  

después tras abonar el depósito judicial 
JESÚS GARCÍA, Barcelona 16 JUL 2016 - 01:04 CEST 

 
Pedro Varela, cuando fue condenado en 2010. ARCHIVO 

El librero neonazi Pedro Varela logró anoche salir de la 
cárcel Modelo de Barcelona tras reunir la fianza de 

30.000 euros que le había exigído el juez. El dueño de la 
librería Europa no pudo aportar inicialmente ese importe 
e ingresó en prisión de la que pudo salir gracias al dinero 

que le dejó un amigo. Varela, que estaba en busca y 

captura, se había entregado ayer por la mañana en el 
juzgado. Hace una semana, los Mossos d’Esquadra 
lanzaron una operación contra los responsables de la 

editorial Ojeda por difundir libros que promueven el odio 
y la discriminación. Varela, vicepresidente de Ojeda, no 

estaba en casa. 
MÁS INFORMACIÓN 
El propietario de la librería filonazi Europa, en busca y 
captura 
Cuatro detenidos en la librería filonazi Europa 

Los cuatro detenidos entonces —el presidente de Ojeda, 
el tesorero y dos empleados— quedaron en libertad con 
cargos. El fiscal especial de delitos de odio de Barcelona 
pidió el ingreso en prisión de Varela por riesgo de fuga y 
de reiteración delictiva. En 2010, el librero fue 

condenado a un año y tres meses de cárcel por la 
difusión de ideas genocidas. Pese a que la pena era 
inferior a dos años, fue encarcelado por reincidente: en 

2008 ya había sido condenado por motivos similares. 
Varela se negó a declarar y el juez dictó prisión eludible 
con fianza de 30.000 euros. Sus abogados, Luis Gómez y 
Javier Berzosa, se mostraron “satisfechos”, aunque 

https://gumshoenews.com/2016/07/30/today-is-gotcha-day/
https://gumshoenews.com/2016/07/30/today-is-gotcha-day/
http://elpais.com/autor/jesus_garcia/a/
http://elpais.com/tag/fecha/20160716
http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2016/07/09/catalunya/1468068772_178325.html
http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2016/07/09/catalunya/1468068772_178325.html
http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2016/07/08/catalunya/1467997659_740259.html
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querían pedir una rebaja del importe. “Varela no es un 
hombre rico, si hay gente que le ayuda quizá podrá 

reunir el dinero”, afirmó Gómez. “Lo que tiene se lo 
llevaron en el registro de su casa”, agregó Berzosa. Los 

Mossos hallaron allí 40.000 euros. Parte del dinero 
procede de la venta de libros y parte de una herencia. 
Esa cantidad no podrá usarse para pagar la fianza. 
El librero llegó a la Ciudad de la Justicia consciente de 
que podría ingresar en prisión. Así lo había expresado la 

víspera, en un mensaje que difundió en Facebook: “La 
situación es bastante más complicada que en las 
ocasiones anteriores, puesto que mi casa ha sido 
destrozada (donde alquilaba habitaciones para mejorar 
ingresos), todos los medios económicos familiares 
retirados de casa, la librería ha sido precintada (...) y el 

magnífico equipo de personas con el que contaba en 
ocasiones anteriores no podrá ayudarme, puesto que no 

se les permite entrar en la oficina (...). Mañana a las 10 
de la mañana ingreso yo mismo en prisión”. Los 

abogados defendieron que Varela nunca ha pretendido 
esconderse de los Mossos y que si no se entregó antes 
fue porque tenía que “resolver unas circunstancias 
familiares”. “Ha venido con la ropa de verano, dispuesto 
a ingresar en prisión. No existe ningún riesgo de fuga”, 

lamentó Gómez. El abogado criticó que los Mossos se 
hayan apoderado de 15.000 libros de la polémica librería 
Europa de Barcelona. 
http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2016/07/15/catalunya/14
68572656_728479.html  

_____________________________________________ 

 

Krugers, Bolts and glass houses 
Norm Francis,  25 July 2016, 4:30pm 

Norm Francis discusses the very brave and well-informed 
views of Sonia Kruger (she is very pretty) even though 
she comes from a highly suspicious non-English speaking 
background. 

IT IS VERY SAD that the very sensible (and totally non-
discriminatory) views of Sonia Kruger are being 
lampooned, criticised and critiqued by the typical bunch 

of anti-whale harpooning thought police ;but a most 

important truth of her comments has, of course, been 
missed. 
How do we deal with people and cultures that are clearly 
repugnant (not to mention historically dangerous) to 
civilised and sensitive Australians? 
Now that the well renowned political philosopher Andrew 

Bolt has come to Sonia’s ideological defence, I think we 
can now get to the more vexing questions posed by 
Kruger’s brave and well informed call, on national tabloid 
morning television, to end all Muslim immigration to 
Australia. 

 
(Image via thoughtsonthingsandstuff.com) 

As I have previously written, I am a big supporter of 
multiculturalism and Bolt is a great example of what can 
happen when individuals from inferior non-English 
speaking immigrant backgrounds come to accept and 
mimic "our" more civilised and superior Anglo-Australian 
culture. You can hardly tell that he is not one of "us" and 

that he is from an "immigrant background" — in the right 

kind of light his Dutch white skin almost looks like the 
type of white skin that we have, you know what I mean? 

Clearly, the question is not only that we should stop 
Muslim immigration but what do we do with the Muslims 
that are already here? However, I think there is scope to 
extend the focus of unwanted trouble-making 

immigrants, (not in any racist or discriminatory way of 
course) to those groups prone to radicalisation. 

 
Today Extra host Sonia Kruger calls on Australia to stop 

all Muslim immigration 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0sGL7UIDfQ 
I think working forward from Kruger’s brave call, there 

are excellent historical precedents that we could utilise 
for such groups already here. Obviously, we could place 
such people into internment camps as enemy aliens, just 
like we did with the Germans, which is sort of ironic 
really as Sonia has a German surname — I even looked it 

up. I am certain she would not be ignorant of what we 
did to the Germans at home during WW1 and WW2, 
right? Even though she only looks and sounds like one of 
us – she is really, well you know, German – but she sure 
has sensible views on Muslims. 

Dave Donovan @davrosz 
A. Bolt goes off his nut over Sonia Kruger and the ABC. 

http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2016/07/15/catalunya/1468572656_728479.html
http://ccaa.elpais.com/ccaa/2016/07/15/catalunya/1468572656_728479.html
https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-display/krugers-bolts-and-glass-houses,9278
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sonia_Kruger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Bolt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Andrew_Bolt
http://www.news.com.au/entertainment/tv/morning-shows/television-personality-sonia-kruger-calls-for-australia-to-ban-muslims/news-story/864b9941d5636e715e357ee6597df9da
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f0sGL7UIDfQ
https://twitter.com/davrosz
https://twitter.com/davrosz
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But, to be honest (I am a bit fearful after all) it does 
concern me somewhat (given that we have fought two 
wars against the Hun), that there are so many bloody 
Germans in Australia, know what I mean, right? Anyone 
who has really looked closely at lederhosen on an 

overweight German male cannot help but be repulsed by 

their so called "culture". 
In light of declarations of human rights, wars of 
aggression or genocide (we are not like the Germans 
after all) we could not be that extreme in Australia in 
relation to Muslims. But I think stripping them of their 
citizenship, putting their women and children on boats 
and releasing them at sea — seems like the most 

humane and sensible way to discourage extremists and 
other lunatics from coming (or continuing to reside here). 
Funny enough, as we already do similar things already 
(not to mention the unfairly maligned Nauru resort as a 
possible destination), it would be easy enough. 
I like Sonia (she is very pretty), even though she comes 

from a highly suspicious non-English speaking 

background, I did mention that I have one or two 
concerns. I mean, while she sounds and looks almost like 
us, Dutch is one thing (they were at least neutral during 
the war for pity's sake) but the Germans — well that is 
totally different. 
Apart from their disgusting sausages, their horrifying 

polka music and dancing and their strange Pagan 
religious customs (like Oktoberfest), they are, of course, 
prone to radicalisation (ahum, WW1 and its more 
impressive sequel), violence, genocide, world domination 
— that kind of thing. By the way, did I mention Hitler? I 
do not think this is being unfair, besides, I know that Bolt 
and Kruger would support my right to express these 

fears out loud. 

 
Anyway ... I think someone from that kind of background 
(like Sonia, she is very pretty by the way) should openly 
acknowledge the sins of their inferior radicalised culture, 
denounce this past and make it clear they have adopted 
"our" ways and "our" customs — people need to know 
whose side they really are on. Otherwise, it is difficult to 
accept them as "almost" like "us". Maybe each time she 

appears on the telly, there could be a little disclaimer on 

the screen? That seems reasonable to me. Same thing 
for that Waleed Ally bloke too. 
Did you know that there are tens of thousands of groups 
all over the word (even in Australia!), inspired by radical 

German ideological fascist extremism, I mean it is 
frightening, is it not? You can hardly walk down the 

street without quaking in fear. As you know, in the right 
light, their skin looks as ‘white’ as ours, so it can be hard 

to tell which one might be coming to kill you. (They tried 
to kill dear old Grandad in North Africa during the war, 
you know). Slippery bastards. 
I know what you are going to say, well, they are not all 
like that (by the way did I mention Hitler?), that some of 

your best friends celebrate Octoberfest in lederhosen but 
where are the moderate Germans out on the street? I 
really do think that German-Australians should be out 
there protesting against this sort of extremism and 
reassuring us by apologising for the Holocaust on a daily 
basis. I think this will make real Australian people feel 
better about allowing these people to continue living in 

Australia — with "us", know what I mean? 
Perhaps we should just holt all immigration for a while, 
maybe consider those internment camp thingies for a bit, 

you know, put all those Muslims and Germans 
somewhere where we can just keep an eye on them, just 
to be sure, of course. 

After all, we would not want to breed discrimination, 
stereotyping or cruelty based on ignorance and bigotry — 
not like those inferior cultures from overseas. Know what 
I mean …? 

 
 

 

 

 
https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-
display/krugers-bolts-and-glass-houses,9278  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waleed_Aly
https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-display/krugers-bolts-and-glass-houses,9278
https://independentaustralia.net/life/life-display/krugers-bolts-and-glass-houses,9278
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Hate speech complaint filed against Jasper woman for Holocaust denial video 
Green Party condemns former candidate's 'terribly misguided' statements 

By Min Dhariwal, CBC News Posted: Jul 15, 2016 6:00 AM MT Last Updated: Jul 15, 2016 10:40 AM MT 

 

Monika Schaefer denies the Holocaust ever happened. (Supplied) 

On her Facebook page, Monika Schaefer lists herself as a 
self-employed violin instructor.   
In the first five seconds of her video titled "Sorry Mom, I 
was wrong about the Holocaust," the former Green party 
candidate is shown deftly playing the violin. 
However, it's not her violin playing but what she says in 
the video that is garnering all of the attention. 

'This is the biggest and most pernicious and persistent lie 
in all of history.'- Monika Schaefer 

Less than three minutes into the video Schaefer, who 
was born in Canada of German heritage, tells a story of 
how as a child she was taught to believe the Holocaust 
happened. 

She goes on to say she confronted her parents about 
why they didn't do anything to stop the Holocaust. They 
replied they didn't know it was happening. Schaefer says 
her parents didn't know about the genocide because 
"these things did not happen." 
Later in the video she says that since 2014 she started to 
realize the Holocaust "is the biggest and most pernicious 

and persistent lie in all of history." 
Throughout the video she expresses her firm belief that 
six million Jews did not die at the hands of Nazi Germany 
and refers to the Holocaust as "the six-million lie." 

Human rights complaint 
Reaction to her video has been wide ranging. 
In the comments section under her YouTube posting, 

there are supporters — some even applauding her for 

"speaking the truth." But just as many are condemning 
the Jasper music teacher's comments. 

 
Sorry Mom, I was wrong about the Holocaust 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0_BZphQ7Qo 

Ken Kuzminski is one of them.   
'It is a hate crime in my mind and I believe it should be 

investigated as such.'- Ken Kuzminski 
Kuzminski used to be friends with Schaefer but says that 
all changed after he saw her video.  He says many 
people have approached him in the town of Jasper in 
disbelief over what Schaefer has said. 

"It is a hate crime in my mind and I believe it should be 

investigated as such," said Kuzminski, who is also the 
president of the local Legion in Jasper. 
He says Schaefer is no longer welcomed at the legion. 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/cbc-news-online-news-staff-list-1.1294364
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0_BZphQ7Qo
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Kuzminski filed a complaint with the Alberta and 
Canadian Human Rights Commission, citing Schaefer's 

denial of the Holocaust as hate speech. 
"By allowing it to be unchallenged like this gives licence 

to the people that want to spread hatred, and ignorance 
even further, and you see that on the comments of her 
YouTube videos, the hatred that's being expressed 
there," said Kuzminski.  

 
Monika Schaefer, a former Green Party candidate, with 

Elizabeth May. (Facebook) 

The Edmonton Jewish Federation wasn't aware of 
Schaefer's YouTube video or its contents. 
After watching it, Tal Toubiana, the director of 
community relations and communications for the 
federation, was hesitant to give Schaefer any further 

attention.   
"Any media coverage inadvertently gives her a larger 
audience and platform," he said. 
Despite that, Toubiana added: "I find it curious that a 

woman who allegedly faced bullying based on her 
country of origin would rather continue a cycle of 

irreflexive hate than reflect deeply on the wounded 
history and trauma the Holocaust did create. 
'The Holocaust is a historical event that is not only 
undeniable in regards to the facts and documentation of 
its existence, but in the collective trauma it created.'- 
Tal Toubiana 
"The Holocaust is a historical event that is not only 

undeniable in regards to the facts and documentation of 

its existence, but in the collective trauma it created. Ms. 
Schaefer is a product of the very trauma she claims does 

not exist. 
"Genocide sadly has not stopped at the Holocaust and 

lives continue to be lost all over the world. Perhaps we 
should shift our conversation away from those who 
choose to put on blinders rather than face pain, and 
discuss how we can combat hate and indifference in our 
world." 

Green party condemns former candidate 

The Green Party condemned Schaefer's comments in a 
strongly worded statement released Friday. 
"I am shocked by comments made by Ms. Schaefer and I 
condemn her terribly misguided and untrue statements," 
said Elizabeth May, leader of the Green Party of Canada. 
"Ms. Schaefer does not represent the values of the Green 

Party nor of our membership." 
The party said Schaefer was rejected as a potential 
Green candidate for the riding of Yellowhead before the 

2015 federal election, and was also rejected as a 
potential candidate for the 2014 by-election in Fort 
McMurray-Athabasca. 
"In light of Ms. Schaefer's untrue statements made in a 

recent online video, we will be initiating the process to 
terminate her membership with the Green Party of 
Canada at the earliest possible opportunity," said Emily 
McMillan, Green party executive director. 
Even though there has been backlash, Schaefer is 
standing firm on her position made in the June 17 video, 
which now has well over 30,000 views.  

She says for the last two years she has spent "a great 
deal of time researching this topic." What is being taught 
to Canadians about the Holocaust is full of "inaccuracies," 
she claims. 

"When I started to look at the evidence, and I 
researched, and I researched and I researched, and the 

lies are coming apart, this house of cards is crumbling, 
and that is why there is this very fierce reaction against 
what I'm saying, because this lie, this public myth, has 
shaped our world."  
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-
speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-
holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917?cmp=rss  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Hate speech complaint filed after Jasper woman's 
holocaust denial video goes viral 

Written by: news22, July 15, 2016 

 
On her facebook page, Monika Schaefer lists herself as a 
self-employed violin instructor.   

There’s no denying that, the first five seconds of her 
video titled “Sorry Mom, I was wrong about the 

Holocaust” shows the former Green party 
candidate deftly playing the violin. 
However, it’s not her violin playing but what she says in 
the video that is garnering all of the attention. 

‘This is the biggest and most pernicious and persistent lie 
in all of history.’ – Monika Schaefer 

Less than three minutes into the video Schaefer, who 
was born in Canada of German heritage, tells a story of 
how as a child she was taught to believe the Holocaust 
happened. 
She goes on to say she confronted her parents about 
why they didn’t do anything to stop the holocaust to 
which they replied they didn’t know it was 

happening. Schaefer says her parents didn’t know about 
the genocide because “these things did not happen.” 
Later in the video she says that since 2014 she has 
started to realize the Holocaust “is the biggest and most 
pernicious and persistent lie in all of history.” 
Throughout the video she expresses her firm belief that 

six million Jews did not die at the hands of Nazi Germany 
and refers to the Holocaust as “the six-million lie.” 
[embedded content] 
Human speech complaint 

http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917?cmp=rss
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917?cmp=rss
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917?cmp=rss
http://communitynewsblog.com/author/news22/
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Reaction to her video has been wide ranging. 
In the comments section under her Youtube posting, 

there are supporters — some even applauding her for 
“speaking the truth.” But just as many are condemning 

the Jasper music teacher’s comments. 
Ken Kuzminski is one of them.   
‘It is a hate crime in my mind and I believe it should be 
investigated as such.’ – Ken Kuzminski 
Kuzminski used to be friends with Schaefer but says that 

all changed after he saw her video.  He says many 
people have approached him in the town of Jasper in 
disbelief over what Schaefer has said. 
“It is a hate crime in my mind and I believe it should be 
investigated as such,” said Kuzminski who is also the 
president of the local Legion in Jasper. 
He says Schaefer is no longer welcomed at the Legion. 
Kuzminski filed a complaint with the Alberta and 
Canadian Human Rights Commission, citing Schaefer’s 
denial of the Holocaust as hate speech. 

“By allowing it to be unchallenged like this gives license 
to the people that want to spread hatred, and ignorance 
even further, and you see that on the comments of her 
Youtube videos, the hatred that’s being expressed 
there,” said Kuzminski.  
Monika Schaefer, a former Green party candidate, with 

Elizabeth May. (Facebook) 
The Edmonton Jewish Federation wasn’t aware of 
Schaefer’s Youtube video or its contents. 
After watching it, Tal Toubiana, the director of 
community relations and communications for the 
Federation, was hesitant to give Schaefer any further 

attention.   
“Any media coverage inadvertently gives her a larger 
audience and platform,” he said. 

Despite that, Toubiana added, “I find it curious that a 
woman who allegedly faced bullying based on her 
country of origin would rather continue a cycle of 
irreflexive hate than reflect deeply on the wounded 

history and trauma the holocaust did create. 
‘The holocaust is a historical event that is not only 
undeniable in regards to the facts and documentation of 
its existence, but in the collective trauma it created.’ – 
Tal Toubiana 
“The holocaust is a historical event that is not only 
undeniable in regards to the facts and documentation of 

its existence, but in the collective trauma it created. Ms. 
Schaefer is a product of the very trauma she claims does 
not exist. 
“Genocide sadly has not stopped at the holocaust and 

lives continue to be lost all over the world. Perhaps we 
should shift our conversation away from those who 

choose to put on blinders rather than face pain, and 

discuss how we can combat hate and indifference in our 
world.” 

Standing firm 
Even though there has been backlash, Schaefer is 

standing firm on her position made in the June 17 video 
which now has well over 30,000 views.  
She says for the last two years she has spent “a great 
deal of time researching this topic” and said what is 
being taught to Canadians about the Holocaust is full of 

“inaccuracies.” 
“When I started to look at the evidence, and I 
researched, and I researched and I researched and the 
lies are coming apart, this house of cards is crumbling, 
and that is why there is this very fierce reaction against 
what I’m saying, because this lie, this public myth has 
shaped our world.”  

Dr Fredrick Toben, July 30, 2016 at 11:55 

pm ReplyYour comment is awaiting moderation. 
Here we go again – Canadians are at it again. When 
Ernst Zundel was taken to court the “spreading false 
news” law was in place, which in 1993 the Supreme 

Court annulled. He had survived the harrowing 1985 and 
1988 trials but with the looming Human Rights law – a 
watered down version of defamation law, and where 
“truth is no defence”, he left Canada for the USA, but 
then was caught up in Jewish dragnet operations that 
had him extradited back to Canada and imprisoned for 
two years before finally having him deported to Germany 

where he served out his five years prison sentence – 
simply for refusing to believe in the dominant Holocaust 
narrative. 

Now Monika Schaefer is the next, among numerous other 
Canadians in the past, who dare question the official 
Holocaust narrative. 

Isn’t it amazing how you can doubt and question 
anything you like, even deny the existence of a God 
concept, but not the official version of the “Holocaust”. 
Why not? CUI BONO? – in whose interest is it to hold on 
to this story? 
Why must individuals who question matters Holocaust be 
legally intimidated and silenced? A hurt feeling? Then 

make it a defamation issue but not abuse the court 
process by fiddling the books! 
Let’s hope Monika will have the strength and courage to 
also challenge the legal process that is about to engulf 
her, and which the Supreme Court should then also 

throw out as it id the “false news’ law in 1993. 
http://communitynewsblog.com/2016/07/hate-speech-

complaint-filed-after-jasper-womans-holocaust-denial-
video-goes-viral/  

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

http://toben.biz/
http://communitynewsblog.com/2016/07/hate-speech-complaint-filed-after-jasper-womans-holocaust-denial-video-goes-viral/?replytocom=104215#respond
http://communitynewsblog.com/2016/07/hate-speech-complaint-filed-after-jasper-womans-holocaust-denial-video-goes-viral/
http://communitynewsblog.com/2016/07/hate-speech-complaint-filed-after-jasper-womans-holocaust-denial-video-goes-viral/
http://communitynewsblog.com/2016/07/hate-speech-complaint-filed-after-jasper-womans-holocaust-denial-video-goes-viral/
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Holohoax Revealer Monika Schaefer Standing Up in a Small Town 

 Brian Ruhe, Published on Jul 25, 2016 

Monika Schaefer is now being shunned and ostracized in 
her home town of 5000 people where she has lived as an 
active community member for 35 years. She released the 
YouTube video "Sorry Mom, I was wrong about the 
Holocaust" | on Alfred S — Monika's brother's channel (17 
Jun 2016): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0_BZ 
Since then she has been in the international News which 

you can follow on the links below. Monika has been an 
active leader in her community in Jasper, Alberta, Canada 
as a violin teacher, musician and involved in politics. 
Her Green Party background is that she ran three times 
federally (2006, 2008, 2011) and once provincially 
(2004). She also attended the founding convention of the 
Green Party of Canada in 1983. 
Arthur Topham has been publishing articles on Monika's 
case. This one focuses on the Green Party by Tony Hall 
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9831 
This on is Monika's rebuttal to the local Jasper 
newspaper, Fitzhugh which they refused to 
publish http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751 
Arthur wrote "Escape from the holocaust lie", excellent 
piece here:  http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9811 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonto... 
Monika Schaefer GLARING Hypocrisy Interview with 
Truth-Teller Monika Schaefer | GlaringHypocrisy.com (15 
Jul 2016): 

http://bit.ly/29YXgiler's website: 
http://www.monikaschaefer.ca/ 
Video denying holocaust causes uproar | Jasper Fitzhugh 
(13 Jul 2016): http://bit.ly/29VHPaH 
Jasper is trending! | The Jasper Local (1 Jul 2016): 
http://bit.ly/29VHCnB 
Hate speech complaint filed after Jasper woman's 
holocaust denial video goes viral | Ft McMurray 

Community News, Alberta (15 Jul 2016): 
http://bit.ly/29VIjxy 
Former Green Party Candidate Makes Holocaust Denial 
Video | Canada Free Press by B’nai Brith, Aidan Fishman 
(15 Jul 2016): 
http://bit.ly/29VIYih 
 
The host, Brian Ruhe is a Buddhist truth activist, 
occasional troublemaker and president of the 
thulesociety.com . Brian was fired from teaching at 
Capilano University because of these videos. Please 
donate to support these videos and his work by going to 
his website at www.brianruhe.ca linked on this YouTube 
channel and click on the PayPal Donate button. Even the 
smallest donation helps! 
To see his diary of what he is up to please send him a 
friend request and he'll accept you on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/BrianRuhe. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSC1ka3eow  

 
This video is of Paul Fromm at the Canadian Association for Freedom of Expression in Toronto, Canada, 

Skyping in with the host, Brian Ruhe: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cN1EmryAZwE  

Alternative Media on Holocaust Truth Seeker Monika Schaefer Speaking Out 

 Brian Ruhe Published on Jul 26, 2016 

Monika Schaefer is now being shunned and ostracized in 
her home town of 5000 people where she has lived as an 
active community member for 35 years. She released the 
YouTube video "Sorry Mom, I was wrong about the 
Holocaust" | on Alfred S — Monika's brother's channel 

(17 Jun 2016): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0_BZ... 
Monika Schaefer has been in the international News 
which you can follow on the links below. Monika has been 

an active leader in her community in Jasper, Alberta, 
Canada as a violin teacher, musician and involved in 
politics. 
Her Green Party background is that she ran three times 
federally (2006, 2008, 2011) and once provincially 

(2004). She also attended the founding convention of the 
Green Party of Canada in 1983. 
In the email below, she was refused a licence for busking 
by Dave Baker at the city of Jasper, Alberta. Please write 

https://www.youtube.com/user/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/user/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/user/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0_BZ
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9831
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9811
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917
http://bit.ly/29YXgiler's
http://www.monikaschaefer.ca/
http://bit.ly/29VHPaH
http://bit.ly/29VHCnB
http://bit.ly/29VIjxy
http://bit.ly/29VIYih
http://www.brianruhe.ca/
http://www.facebook.com/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnSC1ka3eow
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cN1EmryAZwE
https://www.youtube.com/user/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/user/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/user/BrianRuhe
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E0_BZ
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an email to Mr. Baker asking him in reasonable terms to 
reverse his decision on this. 

From: Dave Baker betabake@gmail.com  
Sent: July 23, 2016 11:55:28 AM 

To: Monika Schaefer 
Subject: RE: Busking Permit 

We have considered your application for a busking permit 
in Jasper. In light of your recently publicly proclaimed 
non-inclusive beliefs we have decided to decline a permit 

to you at this time. 
Please see the attached Values and Principles 
statement... 
Please also copy the mayor (with their complaint to Dave 
Baker). That makes it more accountable. Because who 
knows if Dave Baker might just ignore and delete 
complaints if he is the only one receiving them. So, the 

mayor is Richard Ireland, and his email address is 
rireland@town.jasper.ab.ca  
Arthur Topham has been publishing articles on Monika's 

case. This one focuses on the Green Party by Tony Hall 
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9831 
This on is Monika's rebuttal to the local Jasper 

newspaper, Fitzhugh which they refused to 
publish http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751 
Arthur wrote "Escape from the holocaust lie", excellent 
piece here: http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9811 
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonto... 
Monika Schaefer GLARING Hypocrisy Interview with 

Truth-Teller Monika Schaefer | GlaringHypocrisy.com (15 
Jul 2016): http://bit.ly/29YXgiler's website: 

http://www.monikaschaefer.ca/ 
Video denying holocaust causes uproar | Jasper Fitzhugh 

(13 Jul 2016): http://bit.ly/29VHPaH 
Jasper is trending! | The Jasper Local (1 Jul 2016): 
http://bit.ly/29VHCnB 
Hate speech complaint filed after Jasper woman's 
holocaust denial video goes viral | Ft McMurray 

Community News, Alberta (15 Jul 2016): 
http://bit.ly/29VIjxy 
Former Green Party Candidate Makes Holocaust Denial 
Video | Canada Free Press by B’nai Brith, Aidan Fishman 
(15 Jul 2016): http://bit.ly/29VIYih 
The host, Brian Ruhe is a Buddhist truth activist, 
occasional troublemaker and president of the 

thulesociety.com . Brian was fired from teaching at 
Capilano University because of these videos. Please 
donate to support these videos and his work by going to 

his website at www.brianruhe.ca linked on this YouTube 
channel and click on the PayPal Donate button. Even the 
smallest donation helps! 

To see his diary of what he is up to please send him a 
friend request and he'll accept you on Facebook at 
www.facebook.com/BrianRuhe. 
I created this video with the YouTube Video Editor 
(http://www.youtube.com/editor) 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------   

 

 
 

mailto:betabake@gmail.com
mailto:rireland@town.jasper.ab.ca
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9831
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9811
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/edmonton/hate-speech-complaint-filed-against-jasper-woman-for-holocaust-denial-video-1.3679917
http://bit.ly/29YXgiler's
http://www.monikaschaefer.ca/
http://bit.ly/29VHPaH
http://bit.ly/29VHCnB
http://bit.ly/29VIjxy
http://bit.ly/29VIYih
http://www.brianruhe.ca/
http://www.facebook.com/BrianRuhe
http://www.youtube.com/editor
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZ7gSm5-ecE   

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Jasper’s Fitzhugh Newspaper Censors Monika Schaefer’s Reply to Editor’s 

Defamatory & Threatening News Article By Monika Schaefer 
July 19, 2016 by admin 9 Comments  

 
“I have always been a peace activist, and I am still a 
peace activist. What we have now is a world of war and 
turmoil, structured by lies and deception. I am standing 

up for a better world.” 
Monika Schaefer 

From: Monika  

Schaefer monika_schaefer@hotmail.com 
Sent: July 19, 2016 11:54 AM 
To: Paul Clarke 
Cc: rdoull@aberdeenpublishing.com; lbolton@aberd
eenpublishing.com 
Subject: Censorship of Monika Schaefer at Jasper’s 
Fitzhugh Newspaper 

Paul Clarke, Editor of The Fitzhugh 
Jasper Alberta 
July 19th, 2016 
editor@fitzhugh.ca 
Dear Paul, 

Upon careful consideration I have decided that either you 

publish my whole letter, or not at all. If you cannot 
publish my entire response to your article of July 
14th, 2016 “Video denying holocaust causes uproar”, 
then I will find other channels to do so. You may have 
noticed that this story is gathering attention around the 
world. Your refusal to publish more-than-half of my 
response to your smear piece will become part of the 

international story. Word is getting out that Canada is 
becoming a repressive society, and the Fitzhugh’s unfair 
censorship encapsulates this repression. 
Here is how my friend and colleague in England sees it: 
“Paul Clarke’s article is exactly 800 words long, including 
propaganda-spreading photo caption (775 without). The 
full text of your letter is 680 words. That says it all. He 
can’t publish an 800-word article that makes you a de 
facto leper in your hometown of 35 years, and not give 
you at least equal space to respond as a means to defend 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hZ7gSm5-ecE
http://www.radicalpress.com/?author=1
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751#comments
mailto:monika_schaefer@hotmail.com
mailto:rdoull@aberdeenpublishing.com
mailto:lbolton@aberdeenpublishing.com
mailto:lbolton@aberdeenpublishing.com
mailto:editor@fitzhugh.ca
http://www.fitzhugh.ca/video-denying-holocaust-causes-uproar/
http://www.fitzhugh.ca/video-denying-holocaust-causes-uproar/
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yourself and your position. For him to limit you to 253 
words is: 1) cowardly and 2) morally reprehensible.” 

I agree with those words 100%. 
Furthermore, the part of my letter you chose to cut 

provides evidence in support of my position. The part you 

were proposing to allow (the politically acceptable) is a 
lead-in to contextualize the evidence. You are 
demonstrating a technique of journalistic smear. You 
publish conclusions without allowing the supporting 
evidence to be presented. 
This is not a game. Serious threats have been made 

against me. By censoring my response, you are 
contributing to the conditions that could make 
Jasper unsafe for me. 
Sincerely, 
Monika Schaefer 
cc to: Robert Doull, President Aberdeen Publishing 

Linda Bolton, Managing Director Aberdeen Publishing 
Below is my unabridged letter to the editor. Clarke 

stated he would only run the first five paragraphs: 
**************************************** 

18 July 2016 noon Mountain Time 
Paul Clarke’s hit piece on me in the July 14th 2016 
edition of The Fitzhugh requires a response. First, what is 

the story? The Fitzhugh reports that the RCMP is not 
currently investigating the matter. It is also reported that 
the Alberta Human Rights Commission neither confirms 
nor denies receiving a complaint. What is the news? 
It appears that the only real substance to Paul Clarke’s 
smear is his detailed account of Ken Kuzminski’s 
antagonism towards my video. On the basis of his 

political judgement, Kuzminski seeks to criminalize me 
and evict me from my home. He declared on social media 
that I am not welcome in Jasper. From my perspective, 

my peaceful expression of disagreement with official 
orthodoxy is being met with a publicized incitement to 
hatred against me. Who is most in danger here? 

I invite my friend Ken to consider the authoritarian 
implications of his draconian interventions. Do we have 
freedom of speech in Canada or not? How far does Ken 
wish to go in criminalizing dissent? 
Ken Kuzminski’s announcement that I am banned from 
the Jasper Legion, of which he is president, raises the 
most profound issues. We were always told that 

Canadian soldiers fought for our freedoms, including 
freedom of speech and association. Shutting me out of 
the Legion demeans the values that our veterans 
supposedly fought to protect. 
Kuzminski contacted the German Embassy. Why? Is he 

trying to get Canada to follow Germany’s even more 
repressive police-state censorship on the issue of what 

actually happened in WW2? 
[The remainder of the letter is the portion that The 
Fitzhugh refused to print – MS] 

The truth does not fear investigation. Only lies need 
protection by law. 
I will exercise my freedom of speech here. I insist on 
some reckoning with facts and evidence. 
After the Toronto “Holocaust trials” of Ernst Zündel in 

1985 and 1988, the curators of the Auschwitz State 
Museum in Poland reduced death statistics from 4 million 
to 1.5 million. Why did the 6 million number remain 
unchanged? 
Evidence in those trials brought to light the fraud of the 

gas chamber story. The French ProfessorRobert 
Faurisson was a pioneer in this line of investigation. He 

has been repeatedly convicted in French courts and 
physically assaulted for persisting with his scientific 

inquiry. Faurisson was instrumental in bringing Fred 
Leuchter, America’s top gas chamber specialist, into the 

Toronto trials. Leuchter conducted a thorough scientific 
examination of the facilities at Auschwitz and concluded 

that there were no homicidal gas chambers. 
Robert Faurisson’s trials and tribulations speak of the 
high stakes nature of genuine historical inquiry into the 
evidence of this subject. He has famously summarized, in 
a 60-word sentence, his conclusion from decades of 

research on the forbidden subject: 
“The alleged Hitlerite gas chambers and the alleged 
genocide of the Jews constitute one and the same 
historical lie, which made possible a gigantic financial-
political fraud, the principal beneficiaries of which are the 
state of Israel and international Zionism, whose principal 
victims are the German people — but not their leaders — 
and the entire Palestinian people.” 

Many people, including Jews, died in WW2. Most of the 
concentration camp deaths occurred in the final months 
of war because food was not reaching the camps. The 

Allies carpet-bombed Germany, in particular 

transportation corridors. Camp inmates died of starvation 
and disease. The International Red Cross figure for total 
deaths in all the concentration camps was 271,301. Look 
it up. 
According to Clarke’s article, Martin Sampson, director of 
the Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs, claims “it is the 
most well-documented genocide” and “the truth is the 

Holocaust was industrialized, state-sponsored murder 
committed by the Nazis against the Jewish people”. Yet, 
in the many thousands of government documents and 
archives that were seized by the Allies after the war, not 
a single item was found indicating a plan to exterminate 
the Jews. How could the mass murder of 6 million people 
take place without a plan? 

I have always been a peace activist, and I am still a 
peace activist. What we have now is a world of war and 
turmoil, structured by lies and deception. I am standing 
up for a better world. 
Monika Schaefer 
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751  

 

Video denying holocaust causes uproar 

Posted by: fitzhugh Posted date: July 13, 2016 

 
More than one million people are estimated to have been 

killed at the Auschwitz-Birkenau concentration camp, 

located in southern Poland, during the Second World War. 

Creative Commons photo. 

http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=6282
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=6282
http://www.radicalpress.com/?p=9751
http://www.fitzhugh.ca/author/fitzhugh/
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A video shot by a local resident denying the Holocaust 
has been widely condemned by the community and at 

least one resident has filed a formal complaint with the 
Alberta Human Rights Commission. 

On June 17, Monika Schaefer, a well-known Jasper 
resident and former Green Party candidate, appeared in 
a video on Youtube denying the Holocaust. The video 
was subsequently posted on her Facebook page. 
“This is the most persistent and pernicious lie in all of 

history,” said Schaefer, about the Holocaust. 
In the video she described the Holocaust as the “the six-
million lie” in reference to the six million Jews who lost 
their lives at the hands of the Nazis during the Second 
World War. 
The six-minute video quickly went viral and garnered 
more than 30,000 views at the time of publishing. 

At the end of the video Schaefer invited viewers to read 
several books published by Holocaust deniers, including 
Ernst Zündel, who lived in Canada for four decades 

before being deported to his native Germany where he 
was imprisoned for five years for denying the Holocaust. 
Ken Kuzminski, president of the Jasper Royal Canadian 

Legion, described the video as hate speech. 
“Monika has a right to say whatever she wants to say, 
but once she’s published it I feel that’s moved on to hate 
speech,” said Kuzminski. 
“She can stand up and say whatever she wants, but she 
has to accept the consequences of doing that.” 
He said he has written a formal complaint to the Alberta 

Human Rights Commission, contacted the local RCMP 
detachment and the German embassy. 
“By her denying that this ever happened it perpetuates 
hatred, racism and discrimination,” said Kuzminski, 
adding he’s heard from several young people in town 

that they no longer feel safe. 
“This is not the community we are and what we believe 

in.” 
The Alberta Human Rights Commission neither confirmed 
nor denied it had received a formal complaint. 
“All of the information that comes into the human rights 
commission with regards to complaints is confidential,” 
said Susan Coombes, with the Alberta Human Rights 

Commission. 
With that said, she said any complaint involving hate 
would fall under section three of the Alberta Human 
Rights Act. 
“It’s really difficult to prove,” said Coombes, about 
whether someone is in violation of the act. “What you 
have to do is say that there was intent to incite hate.” 

The Jasper RCMP confirmed it was aware of the video, 
but said no formal investigation has been launched. 
“At this time what I can say is that I’m aware the video 
exists and it was brought to my attention,” said RCMP 
Sgt. Rick Bidaisee. “Discussions are ongoing.” 
Schaefer said she stood by her comments in the video 
during a telephone interview July 11. 

“Right now the issue for me is freedom of speech,” said 
Schaefer. “Last I checked I thought we had freedom of 

speech in Canada and suddenly I’m the criminal.” 
She confirmed she shot the video in Germany, where it is 

illegal to deny the Holocaust. 
“If we don’t have the right to question a historical event 
then we don’t have freedom of speech,” said Schaefer. 
Schaefer was slated to perform during Canada Day, but 
was pulled from the schedule after the Canada Day 

committee learned a group of residents were going to 
protest her performance. 
“We had really reliable information that there was going 
to be a protest and in the interests of public safety and 
her safety for that matter, we decided it would just be in 
everybody’s best interests if she stood down for this 
year,” said Pattie Pavlov, general manager for the Jasper 

Park Chamber of Commerce. 
Kuzminski confirmed she is also banned from the legion. 
The Centre for Israel and Jewish Affairs (CIJA) quickly 

condemned the video after learning of its existence. 
“As a Holocaust denier, Ms. Schaefer, who appears in this 
absurd video, has earned her place on the very margins 

of society,” wrote Martin Sampson, director of 
communications for CIJA. 
“Her comments would be laughable but for the intense 
pain they cause the survivor community and their 
descendants. Denying the Holocaust exposes her as an 
anti-Semitic ignoramus.” 
“The truth is the Holocaust was industrialized, state-

sponsored murder committed by the Nazis against the 
Jewish people. It is the most well documented 
genocide—by both perpetrator and victim—in history. To 
deny this fact is to spit in the face of truth.” 
News that a formal complaint was lodged with the 

Alberta Human Rights Commission, comes after Prime 
Minister Justin Trudeau visited the Auschwitz-Birkenau 

concentration camp, on July 10 in Poland, where one 
million people, mostly Jews, were killed in the Second 
World War. 
Paul Clarke 

editor@fitzhugh.ca  

http://www.fitzhugh.ca/video-denying-holocaust-

causes-uproar/ 

***  

[Note how the haters, the real haters, are starting their 

business of projecting their own agonising self-hate on to 

Monika - spreading hate from the locality from whence 

she emerged into the global limelight of manufactured 

hatred. From the local media to the regional, to the state 

and then to the national-international media the journey 

will be a legal odyssey well known to Revisionists, 

especially those who experienced a basic fact:  Human 

Rights legislation does not understand the truth concept, 

and it does not exist in such legislation because the 

legislation is a watered- down version of defamation law 

– ed. AI] 

______________________________________________________ 
Now for some non-news = nothing new for those in the know! 

For Wagnerians the following article’s information content is nothing new, and it amuses me why it is being rehashed 

at this time. After 1930, when both her mother and husband had died, perhaps Winifred became very close, too close, 

to Uncle Wolf, and after the war the Allies forced her to abdicate the Bayreuth throne for the sake of Wagner’s legacy 

remaining in-tact. Verena is also the keeper of about 200 personal letters between Adolf and Winifred, and I suspect 

Adolf and Winifred very much enjoyed each other’s company! – Fredrick Töben.  

-------------------------------------------- 

mailto:editor@fitzhugh.ca
http://www.fitzhugh.ca/video-denying-holocaust-causes-uproar/
http://www.fitzhugh.ca/video-denying-holocaust-causes-uproar/
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Depth of friendship between Hitler and Richard Wagner's family is revealed in 

newly-discovered footage filmed by the composer's grandson showing the Nazi 
leader playing with children who call him 'Uncle Wolf' 

By DAVE BURKE FOR MAILONLINE, PUBLISHED: 23:39 +10:00, 29 July 2016 |  
UPDATED: 03:24 +10:00, 30 July 2016 

*The footage was taken in 1936 by composer's grandson, Wolfgang Wagner 
*It shows Hitler in civilian clothing laughing and playing with Wagner children 

*Seeing the Nazi leader in this setting is 'disturbing', historian reveals 

*Films cannot be released by law because one person featured is still alive 
'Disturbing' footage of Adolf Hitler looking 'relaxed and 
friendly' with members of composer Richard Wagner's 
family has been uncovered in long-lost film material, it 
has emerged. 
Reports in Germany state that two films - one around 
three minutes long, the other more than 10 minutes - 

were made by Wagner's grandson Wolfgang, then 16, in 
1936. 
They show the opera-obsessed Nazi leader in civilian 

clothing mixing with members of the Wagner family at 
their home in Bayreuth. 
The film was handed over to the Bavarian State Archive 

in December last year, and have been made available to 
researchers - but will not be released to the public 
because they show Verena Lafferenz, Richard Wagner's 
last living grandchild, who is still alive. aged 96.  

 
Adolf Hitler with Winifred Wagner, widow of Richard 
Wagner's son Siegfried, arriving for the opening 
performance at Bayreuth Festival 

In one scene he used the back of Wolfgang's brother 

Weiland to draw a sketch. 
He was filmed caressing the cheeks of children who 
called him 'Uncle Wolf'. 
Historian Sylvia Krauss, who is re-evaluting Wolfgang 

Wagner's estate, told Die Zeit: 'Viewing the scenes is a 
slightly disturbing experience. 
'One sees a completely different side of Hitler, not the 
statesman but quite a relaxed and friendly person.' 
And Die Zeit reporter Christine Lemke-Matwey, who also 
saw the films, said they show a 'listening, smiling, an 
astonishingly modest and even submissive Hitler'. 

Hitler's closeness to the Wagner family has not been a 
secret, but Krauss said the films now display the depth of 
the friendship. 
'It was long known that Hitler was a surrogate father to 

the Wagner children,' she said. 

 
Wolfgang Wagner (left) with wife Gudrun (right) filmed 
the footage of Hitler mingling with the Wagner family 
when he was 16  

 
Hitler at the laying of the foundation stone of the Richard 
Wagner Monument in Leipzig, with Winifred Wagner to 
his left 

 
Strolling through the grounds of the Wagner family home, 

Winifred Wagner was a close friend of Hitler's, as the 
newly-uncovered footage has shown 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/search.html?s=&authornamef=Dave+Burke+For+Mailonline
http://www.zeit.de/news/2016-07/28/festspiele-die-wagners-privat-mit-adolf-hitler---filmaufnahmen-28130604
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The films also show an official visit with Hitler joined by 
Hermann Göring and Joseph Goebbels and their wives, 

as well as a dinner with the Wagner circle. 
Hitler was also filmed visiting conductor Wilhelm 

Furtwängler. 
Wolfgang, became a member of the Hitler Youth and was 
a Wehrmacht soldier before becoming an opera director. 
He died in 2010. 

 

 
Winifred Wagner with Adolf Hitler, above right, and 
Hermann Goering, above, at the Bayreuth Festival 

His daughter Katharina, who currently heads the 

Bayreuth Festival - an annual music event which 
presents Richard Wagner's works - gave her father's 

archives to the Bavarian State Archive in 2013, but did 
not hand over the films. 

In 2009 she addressed rumours that Winifred was 
Hitler's lover, stating: 'When I was growing up, I was 

repeatedly confronted with this topic, the Nazis. 
'Was my grandmother Hitler's lover? To what extent was 

my father embroiled with Hitler? No one in the family 
ever spoke about it. If I don't ask these questions, who 
then will?'   

 
In later life, Winifred Wagner said:  
'If Hitler came through this door today I'd be as happy as 
ever to see him and to have him here. I know there was a 
dark side to him but that side doesn't exist to me' 

It was only after renewed questioning by Krauss that the 

16mm film cans, described as rusted, bent and illegibly 
labelled, were given to the archive. 

They have now been digitalised, but officials say the films 
will not be made public for fear of violating the last 
surviving family member's privacy rights.  

 
Wolfgang Wagner with daughter Katharina in 2005. 
Wolfgang, grandson of composer Richard Wagner, died in 
2010 
 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3714603/Dept
h-friendship-Hitler-Richard-Wagner-s-family-revealed-
newly-discovered-footage-filmed-composer-s-grandson-
showing-Nazi-leader-playing-children-call-Uncle-
Wolf.html 

_____________________________________________ 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3714603/Depth-friendship-Hitler-Richard-Wagner-s-family-revealed-newly-discovered-footage-filmed-composer-s-grandson-showing-Nazi-leader-playing-children-call-Uncle-Wolf.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3714603/Depth-friendship-Hitler-Richard-Wagner-s-family-revealed-newly-discovered-footage-filmed-composer-s-grandson-showing-Nazi-leader-playing-children-call-Uncle-Wolf.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3714603/Depth-friendship-Hitler-Richard-Wagner-s-family-revealed-newly-discovered-footage-filmed-composer-s-grandson-showing-Nazi-leader-playing-children-call-Uncle-Wolf.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3714603/Depth-friendship-Hitler-Richard-Wagner-s-family-revealed-newly-discovered-footage-filmed-composer-s-grandson-showing-Nazi-leader-playing-children-call-Uncle-Wolf.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article3714603/Depth-friendship-Hitler-Richard-Wagner-s-family-revealed-newly-discovered-footage-filmed-composer-s-grandson-showing-Nazi-leader-playing-children-call-Uncle-Wolf.html
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Gary Spedding - Sabbos Goy or Israeli Agent? 
By Gilad Atzmon, Sunday, 24 July 2016 12:24 

 
 “We in the Palestinian Solidarity Movement Have a 

Problem With anti-Semitism,” writes Gary Spedding, a 

pro-Palestinian 'lobbyist' in the Israeli outlet Haaretz. 
Spedding claims to be a Palestinian solidarity activist but 

his activism is better described as that of an ‘Israeli 
agent.’ Spedding’s article provides us with an 

extraordinary view of Left duplicity and its disastrous role 
in the solidarity movement. 
“For me,” writes Spedding, “being equipped to recognize 
and call out anti-Semitism can only strengthen my 

Palestine advocacy.” And why? Because “having a clear 
definition of anti-Semitism helps to reassure the Jewish 
community.” The first question that comes to mind is 
why a ‘pro’ Palestinian wants to ‘reassure the Jewish 
community?’ If Spedding really wants to appease the 
Jews he should join AIPAC or enlist in the IDF’s Unit 300. 
Pro-Palestinian pretender Spedding doesn’t want us to 

use “anti-Semitic Jewish power tropes” he doesn’t want 
us to ‘vilify’ those “Jews who do identify with Zionism.” 
The obvious next question is, ‘what in hell makes 
Spedding think that he is a Palestinian solidarity activist?’ 

This guy is a text book ultra-Zionist merchant, probably 
a Hasbara agent. 
Spedding’s criticism of the solidarity movement is 

identical to the British Jewish Lobby’s campaign against 
Corbyn. “Some activists have tried to hide their 
intentions, again playing semantics, by replacing the 
word ‘Jew’ with ‘Zionist.’ It's now ‘Zionists control the 
media’ or ‘Zionists already decided who the next US 
president will be’ instead of ‘the Jews.” For once, I 

completely agree with Spedding. Instead of referring to 
‘Zionist power’ and ‘Zionist control,’ which are, in fact, 
misleading terms, we must be honest and 
straightforward and refer more properly to the ‘Jewish 
lobby’, ‘Jewish power’ and ‘Jewish interests.’ 

In total congruence with ardent Zionist Alan Dershowitz, 
Spedding argues that “Anti-Zionist Jews are also not 

immune from being complicit in, and promoting, anti-
Semitism. If a Jewish person is repeating an anti-Semitic 
trope it doesn't suddenly make it kosher for others to 
repeat.” 
Spedding confesses, “when people like me raise concerns 
about anti-Semitism we are often told that we are ‘useful 
idiots’ for the Zionists and their agenda.” Well, yes, 

Spedding is an idiot and a very useful one. He tells us 
everything we need to know about the dysfunctional 
Palestinian solidarity movement and the deceitful Left. 
He helps us to spot the enemy within. 
Spedding meticulously repeats the Hasbara guidelines: 
“We must also stop using the Israel - Nazi Germany 

analogy.” He support his inane call by quoting Israeli 
Zionist political commentator, Noam Sheizaf: "Saying 
someone is a Nazi means he represents the ultimate evil 

– something that shouldn’t be negotiated or 
compromised with, but only fought." 
Spedding needs to understand that for many of us Israel, 
its Lobby, the Neocons and their Zionist interventionist 
wars do represent the ultimate evil. 
Spedding continues, “Activists should walk away from 
rhetoric that encourages the conflation of right-wing 

Zionism/Israel's policies with Judaism and Jewish 
identity.” Spedding forgot to mention my name here. I 
claim some of the credit for this ‘conflation’ and I am 
proud of it. Israel defines itself as the Jewish State; its 

tanks are decorated with Jewish symbols. Accordingly, 
each of Israel’s crimes and its Lobby must be interpreted 

in light of Jewish culture, Jewish identity, Judaism and 
Jewish heritage! 
Spedding insists that “Palestine activists should stop 
obsessing over identifying whether someone is Jewish or 
not, with the assumption that Jews must be given a 
litmus test on whether they're pro-Israel, and thus 
assumed to be untrustworthy.” I wonder if Spedding 

would communicate the same advice to an anti-Nazi 
group in the 1930’s. Would he advise the group not to be 
suspicious of supporters who, for some peculiar reason, 
identify politically as ‘Aryans?’ 
“We on the left” says the presumptive Israeli agent 

“must stop procrastinating about anti-Semitism.” And the 
reason: “The Jewish community is an oppressed group.” 

I couldn’t agree more. Jews are amongst the poorest 
people, despite the fact that they are amongst the 
hardest working people. Jews make up 99% of the 
West’s population; but their representation in the media, 
politics, banking and academia is imperceptible. The Left 
must bring this discrimination to an immediate end. Jews 

must be proportionally represented once and for all. 
Spedding continues, “by tackling anti-Jewish oppression 
on the left we actually strengthen our movement and 
allow it to grow.” Corbyn tried to do just that and saw his 
party reduced to dust. Instead of fighting Jewish power 
and emancipating his Party from it, Corbyn tried to 
appease Labour’s Jewish paymasters and the Jewish 

Lobby. The outcome was disastrous. The British Left is 
now a nostalgic interest. 
Spedding ends his horrendous rant by addressing his 
comrades: “I urge my fellow activists to be sensitive to 
the concerns of Jewish individuals and communal groups 
whenever concerns about anti-Semitism are raised.” I 
recommend the complete opposite approach. Those who 

air the concerns of anti-Semitism, people like Spedding, 
Max Blumenthal, JVP and others, should be presumed to 
be tribal activists, Israeli agents and/or controlled 
opposition operatives. 
Gary Spedding comes just short of admitting to being 
guilty of all the above.  
http://mwcnews.net/focus/politics/60050-sabbos-goy-
or-israeli-agent.html 

_______________________________________________  

Anyone for numerology?
Mathematics: This comes  from 2 math teachers with a combined total of 70  yrs. experience. 

It has an indisputable  mathematical logic. This is a strictly .....  mathematical  viewpoint... and it goes like  this: 

http://www.haaretz.com/opinion/.premium-1.732735
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IDF_Sword_Battalion
http://mwcnews.net/focus/politics/60050-sabbos-goy-or-israeli-agent.html
http://mwcnews.net/focus/politics/60050-sabbos-goy-or-israeli-agent.html
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What Makes 100%? 

What does it mean to give MORE than 100%? 

Ever wonder about those people who say they are giving more 

than 100%? We have all been to those meetings where 

someone wants you to give over 100%. 

How about achieving 103%? 

What makes up 100% in life?  

Here's a little mathematical formula that might help you 

answer these questions:  

If:  

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z   

is represented as:  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26,  

then:   

H-A-R-D-W-O-R-K  

8+1+18+4+23+15+18+11 = 98%; 

and   

K-N-O-W-L-E-D-G-E   

11+14+15+23+12+5+4+7+5 =  96%.  

But, 

A-T-T-I-T-U-D-E   

1+20+20+9+20+21+4+5 =  100%;  

and,   

B-U-L-L-S-H-I-T   

2+21+12+12+19+8+9+20 =  103%.  

And, look how far ass  kissing  will take you. 

A-S-S-K-I-S-S-I-N-G   

1+19+19+11+9+19+19+9+14+7  = 118% 

So, one can conclude with mathematical certainty, that 

while Hard work  and  Knowledge will get you close, and  

Attitude  will get you there. Its the Bullshit  and  Ass  Kissing 

that will put you over the  top.   

Now you know why Politicians are where they are!            

 _________________________________________________  
A diamond Ring:  

Opera North's version of Wagner's The Ring is a triumph 
By DAVID MELLOR FOR EVENT PUBLISHED: 08:00 EST, 10 July 2016 | UPDATED: 10:28 EST, 10 July 2016 

The Ring, Royal Festival Hall, London, Rating:  

At about 9.15pm last Sunday, the flames from a funeral 
pyre engulfed the earth, and Valhalla, home of the gods, 
exploded into pieces. After that there was only one thing 
to do: stand and cheer for several minutes. And that’s 
what a packed Festival Hall did. 
A Wagnerite’s lot is not an ’appy one. If we’re fed at all, 
it’s off scraps, with a Ring cycle once in a blue moon, and 

most other Wagner projects (except Meistersingers) 
marred by a half-crazed director, poor casting, or, as in 
ENO’s recent Tristan, both. But now comes this 

magnificent Ring, which, with six different performances 
has entranced audiences all over the country. 
At the heart of this is Opera North’s retiring music 
director, Richard Farnes, who has trained an 

extraordinary orchestra. He is now a major Wagner 
conductor, fit to be mentioned alongside the very best, 
such as Daniel Barenboim or Antonio Pappano. 

 
Jeni Bern, Madeleine Shaw and Sarah Castle 

Of course, over 15 hours, not everything was great. But 
this is not a moment for nit-picking, instead one to 
celebrate Opera North’s amazing teamwork. If the 
England team had similar, they’d have won the Euros 
final 10-0. 
Cleverly semi-staged by Peter Mumford, with three multi-
purpose screens above the band, conveying translations, 

storylines and suitable videos, these concert 
performances placed the orchestra firmly centre stage. 
And, of course, it’s the orchestra that carries the story 

forward, with Wagner’s complex web of orchestral 
leitmotifs. 
This Ring offered a chance for some singers who aren’t 
even household names in their own sitting rooms to 
shine. And most seized the chance with alacrity. Such as 
the American Brünnhilde, Kelly Cae Hogan. She began 
this run as a cover and ended up as the star when the 

original Brünnhilde dropped out. Fearless, and hitting 
every note dead centre, hers was a massive 
achievement. 

 
Kelly Cae Hogan and Robert Hayward 

No fewer than three Wotans (called the Wanderer in 
Siegfried) were involved. All were good, and the 
Hungarian Béla Perencz as the Wanderer especially so, 

with a stage charisma that matched his vocal prowess. 
Others who caught my ear included Jo Pohlheim’s 

powerful Alberich, as good as I’ve heard; Mats Almgren’s 
Hagen, the personification of evil, and Lee Bisset’s 
Sieglinde. Why isn’t this fine British singer heard more in 
London? 
Finally, the best known of them, Wolfgang Ablinger-

Sperrhacke contributed a memorably charismatic Loge, 
God of Fire. What a shame Wagner didn’t give him more 
to do. Nothing more to be said. A triumph! 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/event/article3681247
/A-diamond-Ring-Opera-North-s-version-Wagner-s-Ring-
triumph.html#ixzz4Dzc6TB6k 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
BREAKING: Terrorist Cell Exposed As Canadian Government Operation 

Published on Jul 30, 2016: It's official, the Canadian government acts as a terrorist organization, through the police 
and intelligence communities and therefore we as tax payers are supporting true terrorism! In this video Dan Dicks of 

Press for Truth breaks down the latest "foiled terror plot" in Canada.   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx-jtSgT5bw  

___________________________________________ 

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/columnists/columnist-1077533/David-Mellor-for-Event.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/event/article3681247/A-diamond-Ring-Opera-North-s-version-Wagner-s-Ring-triumph.html#ixzz4Dzc6TB6k
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/event/article3681247/A-diamond-Ring-Opera-North-s-version-Wagner-s-Ring-triumph.html#ixzz4Dzc6TB6k
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/home/event/article3681247/A-diamond-Ring-Opera-North-s-version-Wagner-s-Ring-triumph.html#ixzz4Dzc6TB6k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sx-jtSgT5bw

